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Welcome to the Thoughtful Classroom
Portfolio Series
The Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series
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Sometimes the simplest innovations produce the greatest results! Designed by a collaborative of
teachers, administrators and trainers, Thoughtful Classroom Portfolios make the important work of
bringing high-impact, research-based instructional practices into your classroom or school easier than
ever before.

Each Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio consists of 3 parts:
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Each Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio serves as a complete professional development training resource
for teachers to learn, plan and implement a specific research-based instructional practice in their
classrooms.
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1. The 6-sided portfolio, in file-folder format, provided as a handy tool for quick reference
during lesson planning, as well as a convenient location to store student work samples
for later evaluation.
2. The comprehensive Resource Guide, which contains worksheets, templates, examples
and activities to be used during teacher training sessions.
3. A matching poster for use when presenting the strategy or technique to students
in the classroom.

How to use this Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio
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Truly understanding, mastering and using a new practice in your classroom takes time and
commitment. You should expect to spend at least 20 hours mastering a new strategy. Although
our suggestion is to break the material and training into four parts (or sessions) as shown
below, you may choose to break up the work differently to suit your own schedule and needs.
Part 1: Introducing Notemaking (3 hours)
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Part 2: Planning a Lesson (3 hours)
Part 3: Evaluating the Lesson (1.5 to 3 hours)
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Part 4: Learning from Student Work (2 hours)
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We recommend that you spread your training sessions out over two months (two meetings
per month) to allow ample time for completing the ThoughtWork practice assignments provided
for use between sessions.
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The Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series and Learning Clubs – perfect together!
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One of the best ways to get the most out of using Thoughtful Classroom Portfolios is to use them
with teacher teams as part of a Thoughtful Classroom Learning Club. A Learning Club is a collaborative
support structure developed by Silver Strong & Associates to encourage educators to work together
to plan, implement and evaluate lessons and units that make a difference in student learning. Our
research has consistently shown the value of Learning Clubs in helping teachers not only learn, but
also apply what they learn in the classroom. For tips on how to start your own Thoughtful Classroom
Learning Club in your school, visit www.ThoughtfulEd.com.
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We believe that successful schools are built on a culture of support that encourages teachers
to apply new ideas and practices in their classrooms. We are confident that creative tools
such as Thoughtful Classroom Portfolios can play a significant role in fostering such a culture,
and we are proud you have chosen one of our products to help you as you work to improve
the quality of teaching and learning in your classroom and throughout your school.
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Please write us at questions@thoughtfuled.com for any assistance or to share your ideas
and suggestions. Your feedback is greatly appreciated as we continue to revise and develop
new portfolios.
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Part 1: Introducing Notemaking

In this session you will:
Understand why notes are essential for effective learning
and how note taking differs from Notemaking.

Explore the principles of effective Notemaking.

■✓

Complete a model Notemaking lesson.
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■✓
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■✓
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Our goal in this phase is to examine our current attitudes toward notes and learn
the Thoughtful Classroom approach to Notemaking.
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Let’s Get Started
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The research is clear: students who know how to make effective use of notes perform better than
those who don’t. Pulling from a variety of studies on the effects of Notemaking on student achievement,
Marzano, Pickering and Pollock (2001) found that note-savvy students saw an average percentile gain
in academic achievement of over 30 points. Yet even in the face of this persuasive research, notes have
gotten a bad reputation.
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One reason for this bad reputation is that notes are misunderstood. In fact, there is a common
misconception about notes that goes something like this: taking notes is peripheral to real work,
a routine, bureaucratic, something for the margins. It’s not hard to imagine how this misconception
came about. If we think back to our school days, many of us, if we were taught to take notes at all,
were taught to take verbatim notes on what the teacher was presenting. This technique has been
shown by educational researchers Marzano, Pickering and Pollock (2001) to be among the least
effective note-taking techniques. But why?
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Well, let’s think about these odd, little words for a moment: note taking. The root of the misconception
about notes, the general irritation many of us feel about them, and the ineffectiveness of certain
note-taking techniques stems from the fact that we have been taught to simply “take” notes. The very
act of “taking” notes implies a passive process: you receive information and you write it down. Where
is our thinking to be done? Where are our questions to be asked? Where are our feelings to be noted?
And, dare we say it, where’s the fun?
It’s time to rethink notes. It’s time to turn notes from a passive into an active process. Let’s stop “taking”
notes, and let’s start “making” notes. Let’s transform our note-taking habits into Notemaking skills. Are
we really going to coin a new word for the process of making marks on paper? You bet we are. Are we
naive enough to think that coining this new word is enough to change your perceptions? Not a chance,
so here we go.
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To begin our investigation into the power of notes, let’s start outside the classroom. In Figure 1.1
below, you will find five real-life scenarios in which adults make notes. Read over the five scenarios and
complete the activity that follows in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.1: Five Notemaking Scenarios
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Scenario #1
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You’ve decided to remodel your
kitchen. What kind of notes will
you make?

Scenario #2
In fighting for what was right, you
accidentally offended your boss
deeply. What sort of notes will
you make before you send your
letter of apology?

Scenario #3
Scenario #5
You are attending a full-day
seminar on insurance policies
and you have to report back to
your coworkers on the different
kinds of policies available. Your
presentation can be no longer
than 20 minutes. What kind of
notes will you make?

You have just been presented
with the closing contract on your
dream house. It is filled with legal
language and you have no lawyer.
What kind of notes will you make?

Scenario #4
You have a test next Monday
on organic chemistry. What will
your notes look like?
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All of the scenarios in Figure 1.1 are similar because they are situations in which adults make notes;
however, each scenario is different because the purpose for making notes is different. In your Learning
Club, discuss the specific purposes for making notes in each of the scenarios in Figure 1.1. For example,
your notes for scenario #1 would probably consist of sketches, measurements and ideas for where
appliances might go or how your kitchen should be organised. In effect, you’d be making notes for the
purpose of planning. Use Figure 1.2 to record your thoughts on the purposes for making notes in the
remaining four scenarios.
Figure 1.2: Activity – Five Purposes for Notes
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1. Making notes for planning
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2.
3.
4.
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5.

Notes have many useful functions, but none is more useful than helping our students learn. Take a
moment to reflect on how you currently use notes in your classroom to enhance learning. Then answer
the questions in Figure 1.3 below.
Figure 1.3: Activity – Notemaking and You
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What do you remember about your own experiences as a student learning to collect
and record information with notes?
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Why Notemaking? What use does it have in your classroom?
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What are some things you do now to improve your students’ abilities to collect
and record ideas and information?

What are the most important ideas about notes you think all students should know?
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Pause for a moment to look at the cover of your From Note Taking to Notemaking Portfolio. The
portfolio will serve as a quick reference for some of the topics covered in greater depth in this Resource
Guide. You may also want to keep student work and assessments in your portfolio to monitor
student progress with Notemaking. Open the portfolio and read the first inside panel entitled “What is
Notemaking?” Once you have finished reading this panel, continue to the activity below (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.4: The Five Goals of Notemaking

Goal #3
Goal #4

Enhance Students’ Planning and Decision Making

Notes are the foundation of good planning and decision making. Notemaking curbs impulsivity,
enhances metacognition and gives students a way to analyse and weigh ideas and options.

Improve the Quality of Student Writing

Good writing begins with good planning, and good planning begins with good Notemaking.
Through Notemaking, students learn how to collect ideas and organise them into a meaningful
framework. These two skills are at the heart of the writing process.

Increase Students’ Ability to Summarise Information
Notemaking helps students reduce information to essential ideas and summarise it effectively
using as few words as possible. The positive effects of summarising on comprehension have
been documented by researchers Marzano, Pickering and Pollock (2001).
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Goal #5

Deepen Students’ Comprehension

Research shows that the most successful students make notes when they read academically.
In his famous Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Benjamin Bloom (1956/1984) defined
comprehension as the ability to make notes and summarise academic material.
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Goal #2

Build Students’ Study Skills

Notes create a record of learning that students can use to prepare for tests. Numerous
studies, including Marzano, Pickering and Pollock’s Classroom Instruction That Works (2001),
have demonstrated the importance of good notes as a tool for test preparation.
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Goal #1
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What can Notemaking do for you and your students?
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Notemaking is powerful because it helps students achieve many different learning goals. In this
Resource Guide, we will focus on the five most common Notemaking goals (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.5: Activity — Processing the Five Goals
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Which of these five Notemaking goals is most important to you? Why?

How do these five goals compare with the five purposes for making notes you recorded
on page 5? Are the two lists more similar or more different?
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A Notemaking Potpourri
The next few pages show samples of Notemaking work from students at a variety of year levels (Figure
1.6). What evidence of good thinking do you see in these samples? Discuss these samples with a
partner and record your thoughts in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.6: A Notemaking Potpourri

Spider Notes
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Annotation/Glossing
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Figure 1.6: A Notemaking Potpourri (continued)

Fist List

Concept Map
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Etch-a-Sketch
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Figure 1.6: A Notemaking Potpourri (continued)

Associations Triangle
Androclus and the Lion
Title ______________________________________
Androclus
friends
help
___________________
___________________
___________________

Agreed upon words

friends
ran away
help
___________________
___________________
___________________
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My three words

Explanation

Androclus was a
slave. His master
was mean and
cruel. So he ran
away.

Explanation
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Explanation
Androclus and
the lion became
friends. When
Androclus was
captured, the
Romans put him in
a stadium with a
hungry lion. But it
was the same lion.
The lion wouldn’t
kill Androclus
because they were
friends.
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Androclus helped a lion by pulling
a thorn out of his paw.

My interpretation of the text

I think “Androclus and the Lion” is teaching us that we need to be kind to each other.
Androclus’s master was mean, so Androclus ran away. Androclus was nice to the lion,
so the lion wouldn’t kill him later on. If you are nice to others, they will be nice to you.

Four Thought
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Endangered Elephants in Africa
Topic: ______________________________________

Pre-reading Associations
Africa

hunters

profit
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Green Peace

greed
ecosystem

ivory

vulnerable

environment
World Wildlife Fund

Feelings

Elephants are being killed by poachers.
They are killed for their ivory tusks,
which are in demand as a material
for making jewellery.

I feel almost guilty living in a society that
would put luxury over the extinction of a
species. To me, life is more precious than ivory
or art or profit, and I would like to know
what gives people the right to hunt a species to
virtual extinction for a mere luxury.
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Facts
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money

Questions

The poachers’ livelihood depends on ivory.
The poachers who kill the wild African
elephants do so to earn money to feed and
clothe themselves and their families. However,
is poaching the only answer
to their economic needs?

Associations
The first step in solving this problem is to educate the public.
There are millions of people who have never even heard
of the wild African elephant. If they know about this
situation, I’m sure many of them would be sympathetic.
The second step would be to find another way for the
poachers to make money. Maybe they could set up
government jobs for them to turn to instead of killing.
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